
 

 



Prosecutor Fluţar reveals the crimes on the Romanian border 

 

The military prosecutor Vasile V. Fluţar, about whose recent flight in 

Hungary we related in our previous number, has granted the Hungarian 

television an interview that was broadcasted on the 10th of April during the 

“Panorama” show, parts of which the great press agencies have greatly 

reproduced. 

The British news agency Reuter has reproduced V. Fluţar’s sayings, one the 

most authorized experts in Romania’s problems at the border. He confirms 

that customs agents have shot numerous Romanians trying to get away 

from the Romania of Ceauşescu. 

Prosecutor Fluţar mentioned the case of a Romanian catholic priest killed at 

the border, as well as the killing of a family – a husband, a wife and a small 

child – shot in their attempt to get across to Hungary. Their bodies were torn 

apart by the guard dogs of customs agents. In order to prevent a public 

reaction, 200 official security agents have been brought to the region and 

have buried in secret the bodies of the victims. A Romanian refugee was 

deadly shot in the back after he was already on the territory of Yugoslavia. 

Dr. Vasile Fluţar also said that there were numerous military men, accused 

of various offences and crimes, that have escaped punishment by bribing the 

judicial military authorities. In this sense, he quotes, a military fellow that 

was the godson of a highly ranked clerk within the Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs, who was acquitted although he was accused of killing a subordinate.   

During the same show a fake letter received by the Reuters agency was 

presented as coming from the engineer Mircea Bãjan, the leader of the 

organization “Free Romania” of the Romanian refugees from Budapest. In 

the forged letter it is stated that Romanians have sought refuge in Hungary 

due not only to political reasons, but due to economic ones. In the letter, 

deemed as a fake created by the Romanian official security, it was also said 

that Hungary speculates the presence of the Romanian refugees for 

propagandistic reasons and in order to obtain political advantages. 

Being present during the respective show, the engineer Mircea Bãjan has 

denied the letter’s authenticity, deeming it as a new challenge of the 



Romanian official security leading to an escalation of the Romanian-

Hungarian conflict. 


